Solve Solid Snafus
MCF PowerSaver dust collectors feature an integrated blower that produces medium pressure air during the cleaning cycle, eliminating the need for compressed air in the filter. This frees up existing compressed air capacity for use in other processes, which reduces energy requirements and lowers overall costs. According to the company, the dust collector can save up to 50% in operational costs and extend bag life.

The dust collector is built to handle heavy dust loads including abrasive materials, and comes in configurations to fit most industrial air quality applications. With the Never Miss controlled-cleaning system, the dust collector aligns the cleaning arm and bag segments, which positions the air nozzles to fire directly into the bags. No air is wasted, resulting in reduced energy consumption and extended filter bag life.

The system operates with medium pressure cleaning air (7–9 psig) and provides unrivaled cleaning capacities up to 250,000 cfm. Additionally, the dust collector handles extreme environments where temperatures can reach over 465°F.
Custom Solutions Guaranteed Performance.

From sanitary components to fully automated batch or continuous systems, we create pharmaceutical processing solutions entirely around your needs and goals.

More than 60 years of custom application experience. Over 10,000 different powder and bulk materials handled. Application expertise in the chemical industry, designing multi-ingredient handling systems for batch and continuous processes. And an airtight performance guarantee. It’s what makes VAC-U-MAX as unique and trusted as the pneumatic conveying solutions we design.

Let us solve your pneumatic conveying challenges. Visit vac-u-max.com/pneumatic or call 800-VAC-U-MAX.
Did your mother hound you about cleaning up after yourself or constantly scold you for not putting away stuff after you used it? Many plants also deserve these rebukes. Most facilities I visit certainly do. I may see a sledge hammer stuffed away in a corner, large barrels in odd locations or unusual welding on pipes. These aren't safety issues per se but could be if left unchecked. The hammer usually is near a discharge chute or an undersized pipe and is used to get solids to flow. The barrels frequently are needed for housekeeping after a recurring plug-gage, so taking them away seems a waste of time.

While inspecting a new process layout with a colleague, I asked him if one of the chutes was adequate for the product. He replied he thought it was okay because there was room enough to get a rod into it. This wasn't the answer I had hoped for. However, it underscores that the flowability of particulate solids usually doesn't get suitable attention.

Flowability testing is expensive and often neglected during process development. Even when conducted, such tests only cover a narrow range of environmental conditions and consolidations. So, a subsequent change in particle specifications may require retesting.

One of our plants had sent a new product out for shear-cell testing so we could properly design chutes and storage vessels. During process development, our customers preferred a slightly different
It was cheaper to ship 50-lb bags than continue to use forklift trucks as battering rams.

Particle size. Had they liked a smaller size, we might have had to repeat some of the testing. However, they favored a slightly larger size; this was fortunate because, as I explained, the larger particles weren’t a problem for flow. We just needed to be more aware of segregation.

This experience points up how poorly solids flow is understood. The shear-cell testing was conducted with screened material because the larger particles don’t reduce flowability. The plant was prepared to retest the material just because of the change to the larger size.

Abrasion seldom is noticed until a pipeline starts to leak. I’ve seen many plants address this situation by welding a plate over the hole. It’s a temporary fix that’s often repeated until the leak stops (or the patch becomes excessively large). It’s interesting to note that patched pneumatic conveyor lines that eventually stop leaking also have lower pressure drops. In studies of elbow configurations, we’ve seen that T-bend elbows perform better than long-radius elbows. The patching of an elbow seems to give a similar flow pattern for the solids, so the result isn’t surprising. While this isn’t flowability in the strictest interpretation, it results in better flow and less shear stress on the pipe.

Plant managers don’t always see solids handling operations as influencing the bottom line until something big shows up on the balance sheet. We shipped an intermediate powder product by bulk bag from one plant to another several hundred miles away. During transport, the fines agglomerated due to several factors (vibration, stacking the bags too high and a weak particle structure). When the bag arrived at the other plant, most of its content was a solid block. Previous tests on shipping the product used 50-lb bags, so this was a surprise. To make the product suitable for handling, the plant repeatedly backed a forklift truck into the bag. This worked quite well but took a toll on the forklift. When two requisitions for new forklift trucks appeared in less than three months, management began asking questions. It was cheaper to ship 50-lb bags than continue to buy forklift trucks. The company
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could have avoided this entire situation by obtaining flowability data on the product at various consolidation conditions. Eventually, it discontinued shipping this intermediate product and moved all operations to one plant.

So, even though obtaining flowability data can be expensive, I encourage designers and plant operators to obtain such data, especially for a new product. Also, operators shouldn’t accept layouts that likely will require banging on an elbow or chute — or product handling that may involve using a forklift truck as a battering ram. It’s time we remembered our mother’s scolding and cleaned up our act.

TOM BLACKWOOD is a Chemical Processing contributing editor. You can email him at TBlackwood@putman.net.
Rugged, Reliable PERFORMANCE

Tuthill Vacuum & Blower Systems is a leader in the design and manufacture of high performance, reliable positive displacement blowers, mechanical vacuum pumps, vacuum boosters and engineered systems for the chemical processing industry.

Blowers

Handle specialty gases with reliability.

Vacuums

Built for severe duty use.

Systems

Vacuum systems and engineered solutions designed for your application.


Choose a partner you can trust. Choose Tuthill.

Contact Us Today!
1-800-825-6937
www.tuthillvacuumblower.com
articulate solids are unique materials because the particles can hold solid, gas and liquid phases at the same time. Small changes in temperature and even pressure can produce problems such as clumping, loss of efficacy (e.g., of an active ingredient in a pharmaceutical) and, sometimes, deflagration. While water or moisture often can pose issues, other solvents also can cause difficulties. Solvent needn’t be liquid to prompt a problem. So, understanding where the solvent is can play a critical role in solving these types of problems.

Solvent appears in four forms:

1. **Free or surface.** Drying easily will remove the solvent — presuming the particles stay in the dryer a sufficient time (and the unit provides uniform heat distribution). Most dryers are run based on the contact time or an exit temperature; an increase in either will give a dryer product but may alter the product’s color, taste or effectiveness.

   Such solvent is the most common cause of clumping. To avoid this problem, determine the critical solvent content at the point where drying goes from a heat-transfer-limited condition to a mass-transfer situation. Not exceeding this critical point will prevent damage to the product from excess heat.

2. **Bound.** Here, solvent is physically or chemically adsorbed onto the particle by cohesive, chemical or electrostatic forces. (Many products actually depend upon this bound solvent for their effectiveness.) Of-
Inherent solvent causes the most trouble and often leads to short shelf-life and clumping.

ten, the dryer must reach a specific temperature to drive off the solvent. Some types of dryers, such as batch vacuum dryers and fluid bed dryers with multiple drying zones, are better at removing bound solvent.

One often overlooked consideration in dryer selection is preventing solvent from re-binding to the product. Many products require cooling before removal from the dryer to prevent this from happening.

**3. Inherent.** Solvent molecules trapped inside the crevices of crystals or micropores of amorphous powders come into play when particles break. Drying usually can’t remove these molecules unless they explode. However, purging the product with dry gas, especially after a milling process, can minimize their effect. This group includes solvents of hydration or crystallization; these are stable forms whose release requires a phase change or chemical reaction.

Drying tests don’t identify this form of solvent. You must dissolve or micronize the particles to find such solvents. They cause the most trouble and often result in short shelf-life and clumping.

**4. Interstitial.** This usually stems from solvent vapor filling the voids of the bulk material. Even though the amount of solvent is very small, it plays an important role in caking mechanisms and chemical decomposition. Purging such solvent is fairly easy by fluidizing with dry gas.

To properly address problems, knowing the nature of the solvent is crucial. Eight methods for determining the solvent in a particulate solid are common. Some apply specifically to water. Each one can give a slightly different result, so it’s important to note the analysis method used (especially when communicating with customers). The methods are:

1. Karl Fischer — free and bound moisture (you can use other chemicals to titrate the solid to detect the presence of other solvents);
2. Loss on drying (LOD) — free or surface solvent and a major portion of bound solvent (for moisture, this usually is 90°C for 6 hours);
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3. Infrared — surface moisture, which closely approximates free moisture;
4. Radio frequency — inherent (sometimes), bound and free moisture;
5. Microwave — total and interstitial moisture (using different wavelengths);
6. Loss on ignition — total solvent (can be done following LOD to get solvent of crystallization);
7. Thermo-gravimetric analysis — total solvent loss with time: differential thermal analysis (DTA) is a more precise variation for solvent flux (and can be combined with a gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer to identify chemicals in a multicomponent solvent system); and
8. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) — heat flow with time (especially useful in multicomponent solvent systems).
9. None will reveal all four types of solvent directly. However, you can run DTA and DSC in a manner to allow the computation of all four.

TOM BLACKWOOD is CP’s Solid Advice columnist. You can email him at TBlackwood@putman.net.
Quick Clean MECHATRON® Feeders Save Time and Money

The uniquely designed MECHATRON® is the only feeder on the market that can be completely disassembled from the non-process side of the feeder in a matter of minutes. This eliminates the need to remove upper extension hoppers, bins, bulk bags, and IBC’s to clean or maintain the feeder, saving time and money! Plus, the MECHATRON® can be equipped with best-in-class controllers and extended helixes and nozzles for challenging feeding applications. Contact us for more information.
Chemical plants often must reduce the size of materials to create dramatically greater surface area of particles to improve processing. Indeed, many operations require pulverized or fine feed materials. Providing suitable materials may call for multiple crushing, milling and pulverizing stages. The necessary size reduction equipment frequently is massive, expensive and energy intensive. Moreover, such units suffer unavoidable wear and tear that incurs substantial operational and maintenance costs. Therefore, it’s crucial to select the most appropriate, efficient and reliable units.

Optimized mill or pulverizer performance is a prerequisite for ensuring the best efficiency and performance in subsequent processing units. At many plants, mills and pulverizers form the heart of the processing unit. Often, the root causes of out-of-spec products, poor performance, inefficiencies or frequent shutdowns lie with the mills or pulverizers. Unfortunately, such issues usually result because the teams responsible for design, operations, etc., underestimated the importance of size reduction equipment and didn’t pay adequate attention to such units.

There are three basic types of size reduction:

1. Crushing, in which material usually is forced between two machine elements;
2. Impaction, in which equipment components or an outside force hit the material; and
3. Attrition or grinding, in which rubbing or friction reduces material size.
Fineness is an indicator of the quality of the mill or pulverizer action. It denotes the percentage of a milled or ground material that passes through a set of test sieves usually designated by specific sizes — e.g., 50, 100, 200 and 400 mesh (equivalent to 300, 150, 75 and 40 microns, respectively). For example, a specification for pulverizer performance may require more than 70% of material passing 200 mesh (75 microns) and more than 98% passing 50 mesh (300 microns).

Many types of mills and pulverizers are available. Proper selection, design and operation requires considering numerous characteristics and factors such as capacity, effects of moisture content, material sizes, air/gas inlet details, fineness of produced material, outlet specifications, environmental emissions, etc. So, it’s common to find that poorly performing equipment was selected with minimum attention to details and installed carelessly. However, you can take steps to quantify, monitor and improve the operation of size reduction units such as crushers, mills or pulverizers.

FINE MILLS AND PULVERIZERS

These often are located close to processing units because moving pulverized materials over long distances usually is difficult. Pneumatic conveyers, pneumatically operated piping systems and other methods can transfer fine or pulverized materials but they are expensive and hard to operate. So, it’s best to keep the transfer distance to the absolute minimum. Often, materials to be milled are transferred by conventional conveyers to bunkers (or hoppers) close to processing units and then passed by feeders to mills (pulverizers) located somewhere below the bunkers. Milled materials then go a very short distance to bins near the processing unit; sometimes, the fine materials directly feed into a processing unit.

You usually should arrange mills/pulverizers to enable doing maintenance and replacement of internal parts and other components subject to high wear without removing the units from their foundations. This demands great care not only because they are near the processing unit but also because mills/pulverizers include auxiliaries and accessories such as acoustic enclosures, lubrication system, etc. and usually require local platforms, walkways, stairs or ladders.

Fine mills or pulverizers often come as standard models, with multiple units used to provide the necessary capacity. For instance, one manufacturer offers eight models covering a 150–800-kW-rated power range, with each model around 20–30% larger than the preceding one. Plants commonly opt for “n+1” or “n+2” arrangements. The one or two spare/standby machines also can be used to cope with harder or more difficult feed materials that reduce the milling capacity of machines in operation.
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For instance, a large processing unit with five operating and two standby mills sometimes puts all seven machines to work for harder-than-rated feed materials.

Fine mills and pulverizers usually are medium- or high-speed machines. This mandates robust components, particularly rotating parts and those associated with them, that can safely and reliably withstand all acceleration forces normally expected for such high-speed machines. Many rotating parts also require anti-erosive and anti-corrosive features to contend with the considerable wear, erosion, impact, corrosion and abuse that occur during milling. All these requirements, which sometimes conflict, make design, manufacturing and operation more challenging. The housing for a fine mill is difficult to design and build because it demands many features such as air-tightness and robustness, etc., as well as internal lining with anti-erosive material to minimize erosion and wear. Carefully consider appropriate anti-wear measures; otherwise, expect to replace critical parts every few months.

Fine mills that run at high speeds require a special lubrication oil system. Such a system should include two oil pumps (one operating and another standby), a suitable filtration system and an appropriate oil cooler set; it should function reliably in the worst possible conditions such as maximum operating temperature, maximum load, etc.

Condition monitoring of mills and pulverizers usually focuses on vibration and oil analysis; the oil analysis may involve many different sub-tests such as particle count, viscosity measurement, total acid measure, condition of oil additives, sediment in oils, etc.

Each mill needs a suitable classifier to ensure the fine materials supplied to the subsequent processing unit are of requisite fineness. Often, it’s desirable to permit an operator to adjust the classifier to vary the fineness of the materials delivered from the mill/pulverizer; in such cases, the design should enable such adjustments during the operation.

A pneumatic conveyor or similar system often transfers the fine materials to the processing unit. Any pneumatic conveyor is a challenge, demanding great care in design, installation and operation. In many fine mills,
air/gas moving through the unit carries the pulverized materials out of the mill — so, automatically maintaining a specific air-to-material ratio for any given load is necessary. Many downstream applications require dry pulverized materials; in such cases, you must adjust the temperature of the air entering the mill according to the detected moisture in the feed to evaporate all the surface moisture within the mill. In addition, it’s sometimes necessary to mix and blend materials during milling.

**SELECTION AND APPLICATION**

As already noted, a variety of mills and pulverizers are available. They differ in design, structure, characteristics and performance. Each machine and method has its own features, application range and special considerations. In choosing a mill, you should take into account many factors such as the properties of the feed materials, product requirements, capacity, etc. Providing hard guidelines on mill selection is difficult because each application poses its own issues and each machine has its own characteristics and optimum performance range. So, it’s extremely important to check for references of successful operation in a given service.

**Impact mills.** These come in a range of designs that usually rely on high speed components (such as hammers) and high energy impact of these components with materials or materials with each other. They are widely used after crushers for further size reduction or before the fine milling and pulverization. As a rough indication, the lowest size usually achievable by impact mills is around 0.1 mm. They traditionally have dealt with relatively soft materials such as limestone, phosphate, gypsum, shales, coals, etc. However, improvements in designs and metallurgy have made them suitable for a wide range of materials and applications. They have proven a very reliable and efficient option for conventional size reduction and also have handled other services such as combined grinding, blending and grinding/drying.

**Ball mills, tube mills and ring-ball mills.** A ball mill consists of a horizontal revolving cylinder containing a charge of tumbling or cascading balls, pebbles or rods. As a very rough indication, ball/rod charge may occupy 25–50% of the total internal volume of the mill. The length-to-diameter ratio of such a cylinder usually is between 2:1 and 3:1. Ball mills can perform wet or dry grinding. The wet operation usually takes place at relatively lower speeds than dry ones and discharges a slurry with fine materials. These mills also can carry out blending. Ball mills have many key advantages over other mills. Overall cost of installation and operation is low; they suit wide ranges of applications such as batch or continuous operation, or open- or closed-circuit milling. They also can handle a broad range of materials with all
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degrees of hardness, compositions, etc. Ball mills come in numerous and diverse designs, with balls and liners available in many different materials. They can be used for practically anything from soft to hard materials and wide ranges of physical properties, corrosion, erosion, etc. The many designs and varieties of such mills make it difficult to generalize about reduction capabilities; as a very rough indication, specially designed ball mill systems can achieve 40 micron or even lower particle sizes at the discharge.

A tube mill is a rotating cylinder with a length-to-diameter ratio of around 4:1 to 5:1 used for fine pulverization. A tube mill often is assumed to achieve finer materials than ball mills. Many tube mills operate wet: the material mixed with a liquid (such as water) is fed into the chamber from one end, milled and discharged from the other end as slurry.

Both ball and tube mills are categorized as relatively slow speed mills. Like many other mills and pulverizers, they include liners to protect against wear. Two main wear parts in these mills are the balls (or rods) themselves and the liners. The wear process consumes the balls/rods, necessitating adding fresh ones on a regular basis; the liners require periodic replacement. Innovative designs for some of these mills attract and hold materials to the internal walls, for instance, by magnetic forces (if materials are magnetic). This protects the lining, reducing wear rates while also increasing milling performance.

A ring-ball mill contains a number of large balls positioned between two rings, like a thrust bearing. The lower ring rotates while a set of spring and adjuster assemblies or pressurized rams force the upper ring to press down on the balls. Feed material enters the center or side of the pulverizer depending on the design. As the lower ring rotates, the balls roll over and crush the material on the lower ring. These special mills only are used in specific applications; reference checking is extremely important for them.

Vertical spindle roller mills and bowl mills. A vertical spindle roller mill uses large rollers for grinding. The feed material is gravity-fed through a central feed pipe
to a grinding table where it flows outward by centrifugal action and is ground between the rollers and table. Primary air/gas for material transport enters a windbox plenum underneath the grinding table and flows upward through a swirl ring having multiple sloped nozzles surrounding the grinding table. The air/gas mixes with pulverized materials in the grinding zone and carries them to discharge. Fine materials exit the discharge section through classifier while oversized particles are rejected to the mill for further grinding.

A bowl mill (Figure 1) is similar; it also relies on multiple rollers (tires in some applications) to crush materials. Two common variants are high-speed and medium-speed bowl mills. In high-speed units, the planetary gearbox used to increase the speed is especially critical. Selection, installation, operation and maintenance of such a gearbox demands great care. It should be rugged and reliable, and also easily removable for maintenance. A sealing arrangement is necessary to prevent entry of dust-laden air into the gearbox. Many unscheduled shut-downs or failures stem from bearing issues or oil-related problems. Thrust bearings deserve particular attention because they usually are vulnerable and limited in capacity, and often have relatively low margins and safety factors. The surface of the bowl should be lined properly with suitable wear-resistant materials.

A common mill design employs three grinding roll assemblies; these often use tapered...
roller bearings. Stop bolts support the system and allow adjustment of the clearance between roller and bowl. Compression springs or another compression mechanism mounted above the roller assembly apply pressure for grinding. An internal multi-vaned classifier with externally adjustable vanes is connected to the mill discharge.

Materials enter the center of the bowl through an inlet chute; centrifugal force pushes the materials towards the periphery. Meanwhile, the rolls exert the required grinding pressure. The primary air supplied to the mill side moves up through the vanes around the bowl. The air is directed toward the center of the mill, causing recirculation through the grinding area of materials rejected by the classifier. The air lifts the fine materials and moves them to the classifier through the vanes.

Vertical spindle roller mills and bowl mills initially were developed for soft materials; specially designed variants can handle harder materials than those milled in traditional designs. Units can produce fine, pulverized particles in sizes below 40 micron; 30 micron or even smaller particles are possible in certain applications. With proper mill design, metallurgy, speed, mechanical details and operational parameters, special versions of these mills can reliably produce micron-fine pulverized particles. Use of a dynamic classifier, which consists of a stationary angled inlet vane assembly surrounding a rotating vane assembly (or cage), can enable discharge of such micron-fine particles with a narrow particle size distribution.

AMIN ALMASI is a rotating equipment consultant based in Sydney, Australia. Email him at amin.almasi@ymail.com.
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